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CHOICE
FIND YOUR STYLE
With our huge range of bathroom 

designs, you’re sure to find the one  
for you. Choose from our range  
of quality brands, and pick up 
everything you need to finish  

your entire project.

QUALITY
LASTING LUXURY
We’re committed to quality. All our 
bathrooms come with a 10-year 

guarantee, so you’ll have complete peace 
of mind. Our own expert designers and 
helpful team will support you every step 
of the way, from the initial design of your 

bathroom to our reliable, convenient 
delivery options.

VALUE
A GREAT DEAL

Our range of bathrooms and finance 
options means that no matter what 

your budget, you’ll find the right 
bathroom for you. Spread the cost and 
make your dream bathroom a reality.

HOMEBASE THE SMART CHOICE
Our bathroom experts will help you every step of the way, and our three simple promises  

guarantee the very best in choice, quality and value. 
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Whether you’re searching for 
that perfect bathroom décor, 
accessory, shower, bath, basin 
or more, at Homebase we 
have your whole project under 
one roof. Discover our range of 
bathroom furniture and more 
with all the on-trend designs 
and colours, you could even 
mix and match finishes for a 
look that’s truly yours.

The Country Living Collection 
combines classic styling 
and handcrafted finishes 
with quality materials and 
impeccable attention to 
detail. The result? Elegant 
bathroom furniture with 
enduring appeal that delivers 
the coveted country look to 
every home.

Style shouldn’t end at the 
bathroom door. Created by 
renowned designers and 
manufactured by master 
craftsmen, Duravit combines 
practicality with style. The 
Duravit No.1 range offers 
innovative technology along 
with sleek design.

Bathstore have specialised in 
creating beautiful bathrooms 
for nearly 30 years, bringing 
you quality products for 
a dream bathroom space 
that’s built to last. Bathstore 
have everything you need, 
from bathroom furniture to 
sanitaryware.

INTRODUCING OUR KEY BRANDS
Whether you prefer a traditional look or a modern finish, you’ll be sure to find the perfect bathroom for you.

STEP 3

B O O K  Y O U R  D E S I G N 

A P P O I N T M E N T

Once you’ve got an idea of what you like and  
your measurements, pop in and speak to our  
helpful in-store team members.

STEP 4

3 D  D E S I G N 

V I S U A L I S AT I O N

Watch your dream bathroom come to life  
with our state of the art software to create  
full 3D visuals.

START YOUR DESIGN JOURNEY
Whether you have a large space or a more compact area, we can help you 

create a fabulous bathroom to suit your needs. Knowing where to start can sometimes feel 
overwhelming, but our team are on hand to guide you through one step at a time.

We have partnered with City & Guilds 
to bring you an accredited design and 
planning consultation completely free 
with our talented team of design experts.

STEP 1 

G AT H E R  I N S P I R AT I O N

We know how exciting exploring your  
new dream bathroom can be! See all our  
ranges both in our brochure and online,  
to start your journey.

STEP 2

M E A S U R E  Y O U R  

S P A C E

Before you book a consultation it’s useful to 
measure your space. Make sure you include  
the size and location of any fixed features.

Start planning your dream bathroom
homebase.co.uk
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THE WICKLOW COLLECTION

Designed in collaboration with the style experts at Country Living, 
our Wicklow collection brings classic elegance with a touch of 
handcrafted style to every bathroom. The range comprises a basin 
unit with double cupboard for masses of hidden storage; a mirrored 
bathroom cabinet; and a sleek toilet unit with concealed cistern. 
These timeless, shaker-style units come in three understated, matt 
shades – Taupe Grey, White and Navy. 

No detail has been overlooked when designing the Country Living 
Wicklow collection. The classically styled cabinetry is delivered fully 
assembled for ease of installation. Doors offer soft-close runners and 
hinges that are complemented with perfectly matched handles.

WICKLOW IN WHITE

WICKLOW IN TAUPE GREY
AVAILABLE IN 

TAUPE GREY NAVYWHITE

WICKLOW IN NAVY

VANITY BASIN UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W600mm

TOILET UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W600mm  

Includes cistern, toilet sold separately 

MIRROR CABINET

AVAILABLE IN W650mm
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Embrace a truly modern look for your bathroom with the 

Skye range. Curved lines, soft-closing units and a glossy 

finish bring a contemporary feel to your space. The Skye 

range features a durable, reinforced artificial stone basin 

top and your choice of white or light grey finishes.

Bathstore’s Hartley range has an effortless linear  

design with clean, practical features. Available in your 

choice of finishes – white gloss and natural oak effect – 

these bathrooms combine simplistic elegance with a  

natural touch.

SKYE HARTLEY

NEW 

CABINETS AVAILABLE IN 

GLOSS GREY GLOSS WHITE

BASIN

AVAILABLE IN W500, W600 AND W800mm

WALL HUNG UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W500, W600 AND W800mm  

FLOORSTANDING DRAWER UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W500, W600 AND W800mm 

FLOORSTANDING DOOR UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W500, W600 AND W800mm 

TOILET UNIT

TALL UNIT

CABINETS AVAILABLE IN 

NATURAL OAK WHITE GLOSS

BASIN

AVAILABLE IN W400, W500 AND W600mm

WALL HUNG UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W500 AND W600mm

FLOORSTANDING DRAWER UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W400, W500 AND W600mm

TOILET UNIT

TALL UNIT

NEW 

The natural oak finish adds a texture to your 
space, and paired with black accessories will 

create an effortlessly modern feel

View all the  
Bathstore  
furniture ranges
homebase.co.uk
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The Noir Craft vanity units combine eye-catching clean 

lines with natural textures. These warm and welcoming 

units come in four different sizes to suit any bathroom, and 

in three stunning worktop colours. Complete the look with 

your choice of wash bowl or basin.

Make a statement with this Noir Frame vanity unit, 

designed with bold black lines and a solid, industrial feel. 

Available in three sizes, this vanity unit is a great addition 

to any bathroom.

Pair with matching black taps, radiators and accessories to 

get the whole Noir look.

NOIR CRAFT NOIR FRAME

WORKTOPS AVAILABLE IN 

CARRARA WHITE

CARAMEL WALNUT

GLOSS WHITE

BASIN UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W515, W615, W815 AND W1015mm

BASIN UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W600, W800 AND W1000mm

Bring plants in at varying heights to break  
up the black lines of the Noir Frame with  
floor standing palms and trailing foliage

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment10 11
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The fully-fitted Portfolio Matt collection features high-

grade soft-close hinges that will last for years to come. 

This collection brings a bespoke, made-to-measure 

feel along with anti-fingerprint technology to keep your 

bathroom looking guest ready at all times.

Choose from a nature-inspired green or a timeless  

navy to create a contemporary look.

Our helpful in-store designers can design the Portfolio 

range into your specific space meaning you benefit  

from fully fitted furniture which makes the most of  

any bathroom.

The Portfolio Classic collection uses solid hard wood and 

veneers which are carefully selected to create our high 

quality fascias. 

With both standard and slimline depths available, this 

range is designed to suit any size of bathroom –  

even smaller ones.

PORTFOLIO MATT

CABINETS AVAILABLE IN 

THISTLESTONE WHITE

PORTFOLIO CLASSIC

CABINETS AVAILABLE IN 

NAVY MATTGREEN MATT

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life12 Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment 13



CABINETS AVAILABLE IN 

GLOSS GREYGLOSS WHITE

For a truly modern, sleek finish, don’t miss our fully-fitted 

Portfolio Gloss collection. This range brings a light and 

spacious feel that’s perfect for making those smaller 

spaces feel bigger. The Portfolio Gloss can be made 

bespoke to your requirements to ensure you make the 

most of your bathroom space.

PORTFOLIO GLOSS

Creativity is at the heart of our sketch range with three 

soothing cabinet colours, plus your choice of matt white 

wash bowl or slim basin. Select from black, white or 

chrome handle or hair pin leg options.

SKETCH

CABINETS AVAILABLE IN 

PALE GREYPOWDER BLUE

MATT WHITE

WALL HUNG TALL UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W350mm

BASIN UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W900mm

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life14 Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment 15



Combining detailed frames with minimalist design, the 

Madison range brings a delightful clean finish to your 

home. It features a durable, reinforced artificial stone basin 

top that is easy to clean and virtually maintenance-free, 

along with quality soft-closing units that are built to last. 

Choose from three stunning finishes in white, concrete or 

wood effect.

Add the subtle softness of a textured finish to your 

bathroom furniture, with the iconic Linen range.  

Eye-catching features include a stylish wrap-around 

handle and slimline ceramic basin. 

MADISONLINEN

AVAILABLE IN 

AVAILABLE IN 

CONCRETE GREY

GREY

WOOD EFFECT

RUST

WHITE

NEW 

BASIN

AVAILABLE IN W500 AND W600mm

WALL HUNG UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W500 AND W600mm

TALL UNIT

TOILET UNIT

WALL HUNG BASIN UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W600 AND W800mm

WALL HUNG TALL UNIT

TOILET UNIT

MIRROR CABINET

AVAILABLE IN W600 AND W800mm

Opt for our new handleless Madison - sleek 
contemporary lines make this the perfect 

addition to busier homes

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment16 17
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The MyConcept range is a masterclass of minimalism.  

With clean lines and a white gloss finish, this range’s 

modular furniture is the perfect starting point for any 

bathroom space. Whether you’re looking for a bold wall 

colour or equally bold tiles, this range’s crisp finish makes  

it easy to style to your personal taste.

Customise your whole bathroom with the MyConcept 

bespoke fitted furniture. Choose from floor standing, tall 

and wall units to complete your perfect bathroom.

MYCONCEPT

WORKTOPS AND HANDLES FOR ANY RANGE
Create your own truly bespoke bathroom with our superb range of worktops and handles.  
Whether you’re looking for a modern or tradition finish, we have great options for any style.

CHROME PULL HANDLE MATT BLACK PULL HANDLE BRUSHED BRASS PULL HANDLE

MATT BLACK 
 ROUND KNOB 

MATT BLACK  
SQUARE KNOB

CHROME KNOB CLASSIC KNOB BRUSHED CHROME  
HANDLE

CIPOLLINO MARBLE GLOSS WHITE GREY VEINED SLATE CHICAGO CONCRETE DAVOS OAK DRIFTWOOD

View all our  
Homebase  
furniture ranges
homebase.co.uk

NEW 
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TOILETS AND BASINS

Style shouldn’t end at the bathroom door – that’s the 

Duravit ethos. The Duravit No.1 complete collection offers 

a simplistic and durable finish with the opportunity to add 

your own stylistic touches. Their in-house design has 

created a high-quality upgrade for your home.

Stunning sanitaryware to suit any style. Browse our collection of toilets and basins.  
Choose from clean, modern finishes or traditional elegance.

View our full  
range of toilets
homebase.co.uk

TOILET 

AVAILABLE IN CLOAKROOM AND W600mm UNIT

BASIN

AVAILABLE IN CLOAKROOM AND UNIT

FURNITURE UNIT

AVAILABLE IN W600mm

BATH

TAPS

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life20



The Falcon collection is a highly versatile collection 

designed with a contemporary look in mind.  

Featuring a choice of toilets, basins and bidet with  

options of a full or semi-pedestal, its easy to tailor this 

collection to your taste.

Falcon also includes a range of innovative and sleek 

rimless toilets in both standard and comfort height.

FALCON

Compact and neat, our Newton collection is perfect  

for those smaller spaces. Choose from a variety of  

toilets, seats, basins and pedestals to build your  

perfect bathroom.

NEWTON

TOILET 

AVAILABLE IN WALL HUNG, BACK TO WALL AND CLOSE COUPLED

BASIN

AVAILABLE IN W400, W550, W650mm, CORNER, CLOAKROOM, FULL PEDESTAL  

AND SEMI-PEDESTAL

BIDET

TOILET 

AVAILABLE IN WALL HUNG, BACK TO WALL AND CLOSE COUPLED

BASIN

AVAILABLE IN W450, W550mm, SEMI-RECESSED AND FULL PEDESTAL

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life22 Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment 23



The truly modern Cedar collection boasts soft square 

shapes ready to complement your existing interior look.

CEDAR

From luxurious vitreous china to crafted ceramic handles, 

the Whitechapel collection offers everyday indulgence with 

elegant, detailed sanitaryware for a tradition look.

WHITECHAPEL

TOILET 

AVAILABLE IN WALL HUNG, BACK TO WALL AND CLOSE COUPLED

BASIN

AVAILABLE IN W520mm, CLOAKROOM, SEMI-RECESSED, FULL PEDESTAL  

AND SEMI-PEDESTAL

TOILET 

AVAILABLE IN BACK TO WALL, CLOSE COUPLED, LOW LEVEL TOILET  

AND HIGH LEVEL

BASIN

AVAILABLE IN W600mm, SEMI-RECESSED, CLOAKROOM AND FULL PEDESTAL

BIDET

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life24 Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment 25



WASH BOWLS 
AND BASINS
Give your bathroom a focal point with  
our cutting-edge range of ceramic  
wash bowls, available in a selection of 
eye-catching designs.

Scene perfectly blends form and function with a classical 

finish to suit any style of bathroom. This collection offers 

a choice of three toilets available in a standard or comfort 

height along with a seat, basin and pedestal to create a 

stylish, accessible bathroom for your family.

SCENE

VESSEL CERAMIC WASH BOWL

ROUND CERAMIC WASH BOWL VENETO WALL HUNG BASIN

TOILET 

AVAILABLE IN BACK TO WALL AND CLOSE COUPLED

BASIN

AVAILABLE IN W550mm AND FULL PEDESTAL 

View our full range 
of wash bowls  
and basins
homebase.co.uk
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Rolltop baths offer the perfect mix of classic elegance and 
contemporary comfort. Our wide range of rolltop baths 
benefit from a clean, pearly white finish to enhance  
their traditional look.

Even the smallest of bathrooms will be transformed  
by one of our shaped baths, designed to maximise  
your floor space.

BATHS ROLLTOP BATHS SHAPED BATHS

Time to unwind? Make room for long-lasting luxury with our wide selection of stunning  
bathtubs, ready to wash all your troubles away.

KINGHAM SLIPPER BATH DAINTREE BOOK AND WALL BATH

PURE TWIN SKINNED BATH

Create a stunning back drop to your bath with  
marble intricately designed tiles while you  

relax in your bath tub. 

View our full 
range of baths
homebase.co.uk

Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment 29
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Morning rush or evening relaxation? With our range of shower baths, there’s no need to choose – bringing together 
beautiful tubs and spacious showers in one handy package.

SHOWER BATHS

Immerse yourself in luxury and completely relax in one  
of our single or double-ended straight baths.

Essential for a practical bath shower, our screens come in 
a range of shapes and looks to suit your taste and ensure 
your bathroom stays stylish and splash-free.

STRAIGHT BATHS BATH SCREENS

GLEAM INWARD FOLDING BATH SCREEN LENA L SHAPED BATH PILMA P SHAPED BATHCOLORADO BATH

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment30 31



NOIR QUADRANT

ATLAS QUADRANT

SHOWER ENCLOSURES

Our stylish Oyster shower enclosures celebrate clean lines and simplicity with their 

elegant, frameless designs.  

In a selection of shapes and sizes to work with your room layout, every cubicle is finished 

with beautifully crafted doors, featuring a sleek stainless steel detailing and anti-limescale 

protection for effortless cleaning.

The Noir range of shower enclosures offer you bold styling with everyday practicality. The beautiful 

lines of its hard-wearing aluminium framework have a sumptuous matt black coating for maximum 

standout. When you couple this with crystal-clear glass that features anti-limescale technology, 

these showers are a must-have for any on-trend bathroom.

OYSTER

NOIR

GLEAM SLIDING DOOR

OYSTER HINGED DOOR

Thanks to its clean and simple lines, our Gleam range offers modern shower solutions that 

are sleek and stylish.  

These enclosures are easy to maintain too, with anti-limescale technology to keep glass 

cleaner for longer.

With Atlas’s wide range of shower enclosures, it’s easy to find the perfect option for your space. Our 

crystal-clear glass with anti-limescale coating is combined with hard-wearing, high lustre aluminium 

framing – making it easy to see why so many people love the Atlas range.

GLEAM

ATLAS

AVAILABLE IN

AVAILABLE IN

AVAILABLE IN

QUADRANT

QUADRANT

QUADRANT

SLIDING

SLIDING

SLIDING

PIVOT

HINGED

HINGED

AVAILABLE IN

QUADRANT SLIDING HINGED

OFFSET QUADRANT

Find your perfect fit with our great range of shower enclosures. 

View our full 
range of shower 
enclosures
homebase.co.uk
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TAPS AND SHOWERS

From modern styling to traditional looks, our range of taps make it easy  
for you to find the right choice to suit your taste, design and budget.

With it’s sleek, frameless design, the Pearl was made for minimal elegance. Pearl is made 

from durable, heavy duty 8mm glass finished with an anti-limescale coating to ensure 

your glass stays cleaner for longer. The concealed fittings give you an understated 

contemporary look

PEARL

LUSTRE SLIDING DOOR

PEARL HINGED DOOR

Square or curved, Lustre sliding doors are ideal for small bathrooms, whilst still maximising 

your shower space. Fully finished in chrome, with anti-limescale coating for lasting good 

looks, it offers stunning aesthetics and durability.

LUSTRE

AVAILABLE IN

QUADRANT SLIDING HINGED

HINGED

BIFOLDOFFSET QUADRANT

OFFSET QUADRANT

AVAILABLE IN

QUADRANT

AERO THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER SET VANTRO BATH SHOWER MIXER

View our full  
range of taps
homebase.co.uk
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AERO THERMOSTATIC SHOWER 
MIXER SET

1 bar minimum pressure

NOIR MONO  
BASIN MIXER

1 bar minimum pressure

NOIR WASH  
BOWL MIXER

1 bar minimum pressure

NOIR DECK MOUNTED  
BATH SHOWER MIXER

1 bar minimum pressure

AERO MONO  
BASIN MIXER

0.5 bar minimum pressure

AERO DECK MOUNTED 
BATH FILLER

0.3 bar minimum pressure

AERO FLOORSTANDING 
BATH SHOWER MIXER

0.5 bar minimum pressure

NOIR ROUND HEAD  
WITH WALL ARM 

Arm length 400mm

NOIR ROUND HEAD  
WITH CEILING ARM

 Arm length 150mm

NOIR WALL MOUNTED 
BATH AND BASIN MIXER

1 bar minimum pressure

NOIR 1 ROUND SHOWER  
BATH VALVE 

Available in Dual and Triple

NOIR  
HANDSET

1 bar minimum pressure

NOIR DECK MOUNTED  
BATH SHOWER MIXER

1 bar minimum pressure

Matt black taps are a bold, on-trend 
statement of style ideal for any  
modern bathroom.

MATT BLACK

NOIR ROUND HEAD WITH WITH WALL ARM

Create a bold industrial finish with our black taps 
and showers - match with white furniture for a 

striking monochromatic look.

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life36 Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment 37
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 FLOW MONO  
BASIN MIXER 

0.2 bar minimum pressure

FLOW DECK MOUNTED  
BATH FILLER

0.2 bar minimum pressure

AERO MONO  
BASIN MIXER 

0.5 bar minimum pressure

AERO DECK MOUNTED  
BATH FILLER

0.3 bar minimum pressure

 VANTRO MONO  
BASIN MIXER

0.2 bar minimum pressure

VANTRO DECK MOUNTED  
BATH FILLER

0.2 bar minimum pressure

BLADE MONO  
BASIN MIXER 

0.2 bar minimum pressure

BLADE DECK MOUNTED  
BATH FILLER

0.2 bar minimum pressure

ETTA MONO  
BASIN MIXER 

0.5 bar minimum pressure

ETTA DECK MOUNTED  
BATH FILLER

0.3 bar minimum pressure 

FREEFLOW  
BASIN MIXER 

0.2 bar minimum pressure

FREEFLOW DECK  
MOUNTED BATH FILLER

0.3 bar minimum pressure

The pinnacle of elegant tap design, our 
chrome range comes in a wide variety of 
shapes and styles.

CHROME

BLADE MONO BASIN MIXER

FLOW MONO BASIN MIXER

FREEFLOW FLOORSTANDING BATH SHOWER MIXER
Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life38



BENSHAM THERMOSTAT 
SHOWER SYSTEM

1 bar minimum pressure

 BENSHAM BASIN TAPS 
CHROME 

0.1 bar minimum pressure

BENSHAM BATH FILLER 
CHROME

0.1 bar minimum pressure

BENSHAM BATH SHOWER 
MIXER CHROME

0.1 bar minimum pressure 

TRADITIONAL  
THERMOSTATIC SHOWER 

0.2 bar minimum pressure

TRADITIONAL DUAL  
CONTROL 

0.5 bar minimum pressure

TRADITIONAL SHOWER 
BATH VALVE 

0.5 bar minimum pressure

BLADE THERMOSTATIC 
SHOWER MIXER SET

1.5 bar minimum pressure

FRESH SHOWER MIXER 
SET

1.5 bar minimum pressure

BENSHAM MONO BASIN MIXER

BENSHAM BATH SHOWER MIXER

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment40 41



Our brushed nickel range will add a touch of 
class to your bathroom’s look.

BRUSHED NICKEL

ETTA ROUND HEAD  
WITH WALL ARM 

Arm length 400mm

ETTA ROUND HEAD  
WITH CEILING ARM

 Arm length 200mm

ETTA MONO  
BASIN MIXER

 0.5 bar minimum pressure

ROUND HEAD  
WITH WALL ARM 

Arm length 400mm

ROUND HEAD  
WITH CEILING ARM

 Arm length 200mm

KNURLED MONO  
BASIN MIXER

 0.5 bar minimum pressure

ETTA ROUND SHOWER  
BATH VALVE 

Available in Dual and Triple

ETTA  
HANDSET

0.3 bar minimum pressure 

ETTA DECK MOUNTED 
BATH FILLER

  0.3 bar minimum pressure 

1 ROUND SHOWER  
BATH VALVE 

Available in Dual and Triple 

HANDSET 

1 bar minimum pressure 

KNURLED DECK  
MOUNTED BATH FILLER

  0.2 bar minimum pressure 

Whether you’re aiming for rustic chic or a 
modern twist on a classic design, our bronze 
taps will meet your needs.

BRONZE

Our bronze range of taps and showers add a 
touch of elegance, pair with neutral creams to 

create a bathroom that everyone will be jealous of.

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life42 Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment 43
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AERO MONO BASIN 
MIXER

0.5 bar minimum pressure

AERO DECK MOUNTED 
BATH FILLER

0.3 bar minimum pressure

AERO WALL MOUNTED 
BASIN MIXER

0.5 bar minimum pressure

AERO DECK MOUNTED 
BATH SHOWER MIXER

0.3 bar minimum pressure

AERO FLOORSTANDING 
BATH FILLER

0.1 bar minimum pressure 

AERO FLOORSTANDING 
SHOWER MIXER

  0.5 bar minimum pressure 

AERO THERMOSTATIC SHOWER 
MIXER SET

1 bar minimum pressure

Our brushed brass taps will complement any 
bathroom with a luxurious, vintage finish.

BRUSHED BRASS

AERO MONO BASIN MIXER

AERO TOWEL RING AERO WALL MOUNTED BASIN MIXER

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment44 45



Make a statement while keeping your 
bathroom toasty warm. Our beautiful range 
of towel radiators bring you the best of both 
worlds, with many tasteful options from 
which to choose.

RADIATORS MIRRORS AND 
CABINETS

NOIR RADIATOR SQUARE

Discover the perfect finishing touch for your 
bathroom with our stunning selection of 
mirrors and cabinets. All our mirrors have been 
tested to perform safely and to the highest 
standards in humid environments, making 
them the ideal addition to your bathroom.

TETBURY LED MIRROR

HYDRA CABINET

Mirrored cabinet with bluetooth speaker,  
shaver socket and built-in lighting

CASTOR CABINET

Mirrored cabinet with built-in lighting

NOIR RADIATOR

Choose from two sizes as rounded or square

PISA RADIATOR

Choose from five sizes of  

Chrome or Anthracite

ATOM LED

Battery operated

NOVA SOFT EDGE LED

Infrared sensor switch, demister pad and  
built-in lighting and shaver socket

COBHAM RADIATOR

Chrome available in one size  

Anthracite available in two sizes

HAMILTON RADIATOR

Choose from eight sizes

View our full  
range of bathroom 
radiators
homebase.co.uk View our full  

range of bathroom 
mirorrs
homebase.co.uk
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Metro Matt White 100x200mmMetro Carrara Marble 100x200mm

Manhattan Grey 250 x 400mm Metro Rose Pink 100x200mm Fiore Classic Grey 200x200mm Wall and Floor Tile

Dulux Easycare Bathroom 
Paint in Natural Hessian

Crown Easyclean® 
Mouldguard+ Bathroom Paint 

in Rebel

Crown Easyclean® 
Mouldguard+ Bathroom Paint 

in Emerald Vision

Homebase Bathroom Paint in  
Chinese Evergreen

Homebase Bathroom Paint 
 in Grey Fox 

Dulux Easycare Bathroom 
Paint in Denim Drift 

Camden Navy Ceramic Wall Tile Calacatta Matt 300x600mm Wall and Floor Tile 

Crown Easyclean® in Powdered Clay

Crown Easyclean® in Soft Steel

Keep it classic or make a statement, it’s 

completely up to you! We have a wide range of 

flooring and tiling that allows you to do both to 

make your bathroom truly you.

FLOORING AND 
TILING

COMPLETE THE LOOK

View our full 
range of flooring 
and tiling
homebase.co.uk

Whether you like to keep it neutral with a  

Natural Hessian or go bold with Emerald 

Vision, we have a huge selection of specially 

formulated bathroom paints to tackle your  

high moisture areas. 

PAINT

View our full range 
of bathroom paints
homebase.co.uk

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life48 Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment 49



MAKE YOUR DREAM BATHROOM A REALITY
See how our customers brought their dream bathroom to life. With our quality range of great value bathrooms you’ll be 

sure to find the perfect style for you. Don’t forget your finishing touches to complete your room.

Feeling refreshed? 

Share your new  
dream bathroom with us

Toronto Satin Brass Bathroom Spot 
Also available in Black

Ottawa Black IP44 Ceiling Flush 
Also available in Chrome

Vermont Antique Brass IP44 Wall Light 
Also available in Ceiling/Flush fittings

Toronto Marble Bathroom Spot Quebec Glass Bathroom Flush Light Denver LED Bathroom Light Chrome

Light up your space with our stunning range of 

bathroom lighting. Whether you are looking for 

the wow factor, something practical or a mix 

of both, we have everything to light the way in 

your bathroom.

LIGHTING

@laura_and_bo

@house.at.no.9

@merry_renovation@homeonthewharfe

@ourhillsidetownhouse

View our full range 
of bathroom 
lighting
homebase.co.uk

Ottawa Black IP44 Bathroom Wall Light

Speak to our experts and watch your dream bathroom come to life50 Visit www.homebase.co.uk/consultation to book your free virtual or in-store appointment 51
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Visit us in-store to see our bathroom displays and meet 
with our experts to help plan your dream design

homebase.co.uk

Your dream bathroom 
made easy

Traditional and modern 
bathroom styles

10-year guarantee

Payment options available

Easy to book free 
consultation

Designed for you

Book your design 
appointment now


